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Owens and Shin, Leonora and
Manrico in Fort Worth 
© Ellen Appel 2011

Edelson's staging of Hydrogen Jukebox at Fort Worth 
© Ron T. Ennis 2011

Fort Worth Opera Festival followed the precept that
"Everything is bigger in Texas" in selecting its standard-
repertory work for this season: the company billed its new
Trovatore (seen June 3) as "the largest production scenically
that FWO has mounted since the festival began." Amassing the
season's biggest orchestral and choral forces and, most
important, some grand-scale young voices, FWO proved itself
up to the considerable challenge.

The vocal standout was the ravishing Leonora of young
dramatic soprano Marjorie Owens, who deployed her rich,
dark Verdian timbre with considerable flexibility, seamless
legato, expressive dynamic shading and tremendous poise.
Though she is not as yet a striking or detailed actress, she
presented a sympathetic and dignified heroine, and her
glorious, glowing vocalism conveyed all the requisite passion. 

Dongwon Shin's Manrico was sabotaged at his first entrance
by a missed cue from the harp that left him high and dry for
his offstage serenade. Having handled this glitch with
impressive sangfroid, he offered a respectable Manrico, sturdy
of voice and dramatically engaged for the most part, without
displaying much in the way of stylistic nuance or dynamic
variation. The high note that capped "Di quella pira" was
genuinely thrilling.

Malcolm MacKenzie's confident, commanding Count di Luna
raised the level of dramatic intensity whenever he strode
onstage. His musical performance reached its apex in an "Il
balen" of robust tone, ardent address, arching phrases and
genuine baritonal squillo. Victoria Livengood, a cartoonish
Azucena, exposed a mile-wide register break and a marked
wobble, belting out chest-tones as if punching dogies. (The
crowd went wild.) Tyler Simpson revealed a deep, round,
sonorous voiceas Ferrando, giving a strong rhythmic shape to
his opening narrative.

David Lefkowich's direction, apart from a strange, surreal
moment in which the captured Azucena seemed to have hexed
di Luna's soldiers into echoing her semaphore gestures, had a
comforting, old-fashioned quality; rather than attempting to
gloss over the plot's more farfetched elements by overlaying it
with some distracting concept, Lefkowich seemed to
encourage his artists to concentrate on the music and
understate the histrionics — a good solution, given that the
drama in this piece is carried easily by Verdi's pulsing, soaring,
kaleidoscopic score. The physical production, consisting
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Cates and Rucker in Fort Worth's
Mikado 
© Ellen Appel 2011

principally of heavy, shadowy walls and steps that shifted to
form the various locales, was functional and unobtrusive.

The orchestra, notwithstanding a few coordination lapses
between pit and stage and some moments of ill-defined tuning,
acquitted itself creditably under festival music director Joe
Illick. The chorus, particularly the male contingent, lent able
and energetic support.

From the opposite end of the operatic spectrum came Philip
Glass's Allen Ginsberg-inspired Hydrogen Jukebox (seen June
4), presented in the intimate Sanders Theater a few miles from
FWO's home base at Bass Hall. The Glass piece is more staged
song cycle than conventional music drama: Ginsberg's texts,
reflecting his highly personal take on American culture and his
place in it, present no continuous characters or linear plot, but
there was certainly plenty of dramatic interest in director
Lawrence Edelson's deft, ingeniously minimal production,
which began with a railroad track running across the floor
between sets of bleachers and subsequently used the track's
components to represent everything from an airplane in flight
to a car in motion to a bed. Meanwhile, on the walls above the
bleachers, evocative video footage, some historic, some
involving the live performers, enhanced and deepened the
mood. Anya Klepikov was credited with the set and costume
designs.

Ginsberg called his collaboration with Glass "a millennial
survey of … what's on our minds," and the burning questions
of the four decades covered in Ginsberg's output still have
plenty of resonance today. Lines such as "Who's the enemy, year after year?," or "Jaweh and Allah sent
me here," or a vision of Manhattan in which "There weren't any buildings left," seem in some ways more
startling than ever.

A talented ensemble of attractive young singers chanted, keened and sang Ginsberg's lines of hope,
disillusionment, love and cynicism, as set to Glass's mesmeric music, with absolute commitment, baring
their souls and a good deal of their bodies as they journeyed across America's history and geography. The
singers were musically accurate, vocally well matched and fearless in their theatrical intensity.

Glass's music, scored for two synthesizers and a small band of wind and percussion, ranges from the
haunting, hypnotic, elegiac ebb and flow of "Who's the enemy?" to the relentless, pulsating face-off
between Jew and Arab in "Jaweh with Atom bomb" to the many lyrical wordless vocalises that are laced
throughout, their melodies as eloquent as Ginsberg's poetry. Highlights included Song #16, "Mexcity
drugstore table" — threatening, disturbing and funny all at once; an astonishing turn by bass Justin
Hopkins reciting "I'm an old man now," the lengthy spoken monologue that closed the first half, over
piano accompaniment (the only time in the cycle that instrument is heard); and the finale, "Hey Father
Death, I'm flying home," with its ravishing interwoven solo and chorale textures.

Hydrogen Jukebox was certainly a daring choice for this conservative community, but the audience sat
rapt throughout — even through the repeated refrain "When Bush was Drug Czar, U.S.A." — and rose to
a unanimous standing ovation (this reviewer included) at the end.
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On a more lighthearted note, FWO's new Mikado, directed by John de los Santos and conducted by
Illick, recast the Gilbert & Sullivan classic as a poke at modern American foibles. Though the
"gentlemen of Japan" did have an Asian flavor with their identical black wigs, dark suits and iPhones,
and a few fans and kimonos cropped up for atmosphere from time to time, there was not much
Orientalism left in this vision of Titipu, despite Hello Kitty backpacks for the ladies' chorus. (The
costumes, designed by Linda Cho, were purchased from Opera Theatre of Saint Louis's 2007 Mikado
production.) More damaging, not even a whiff of the fragile innocence of the Victorian era — that
essential element that counterbalances the satire and adds a layer of poignancy beneath the laughter —
survived the updating.

A trio of little maids with their schoolgirl skirts hiked up provocatively, a worldly-wise heroine in hot-
pink hi-tops and flatsy wig and a tattoo-covered wandering minstrel in leather and studs hardly seemed to
jibe with Gilbert's exotic Japanese world, not to mention the delicate charm of the score. This Yum-Yum
was more than a little too wide awake; her gyrating hips, knowing looks and shrill giggles quickly grew
wearisome, and G&S's witty soufflé deflated, both musically and visually, under the weight of de los
Santos's heavy-handed approach.

Handicapped by the production's cynicism, Jessica Cates, as Yum-Yum, failed to generate much pathos,
and her sound, though bright and attractive, lacked the ideal radiance for "The Moon and I." Logan
Rucker's vibrant tenor went a long way toward counteracting his grungy appearance and the unsubtle
shtick he was saddled with as Nanki-Poo, and Joel Herold showed off a handsome light baritone, clear
diction and a polished stage presence as Pish-Tush, but Lane Johnson's uninspired Koko left something
of a void at the center of the piece. His tepid performance was easily overwhelmed by the tsunami of
Meaghan Deiter's over-the-top Katisha. Jesse Enderle's rich-voiced Pooh-Bah sounded over-miked, an
effect that was echoed in his broad characterization, and Matthew Young's Mikado came across as too
avuncular to be intimidating.

Despite its flaws, the staging was consistently lively and kinetic, abetted by the well-drilled chorus,
which seemed to be having a wonderful time. Topical references in Koko's list ranged from Oprah's
retirement to Donald Trump's hairstyle to Arnold Schwarzenegger's "little souvenir"; a rewrite of the
Mikado March touched on everything from Nintendo to karaoke to Iron Chef. The Fort Worth audience
ate it all up. 

LOUISE T. GUINTHER
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